Branding
Guidelines
Logo
Messagenius logo is a combination of a wordmark with the icon and the payoﬀ. We use both vertical and
horizontal arrangements according to the space we need to ﬁll. Under certain circumstances, such as
social media picture images, mobile content, we prefer to use the “M” icon. It’s possible to use the logo
without the payoﬀ “secure enterprise messaging”.

Horizontal version

Ver cal version

Icon version

Extra combina ons

Exclusion Zone
The exclusion zone is equal to half the size of the icon’s width (x value). The Exclusion zone must be
applied to all logo versions (horizontal, vertical, icon).
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Minimum size
Minimum size is required to preserve the logo legibility.

200px

170px

100px

70px

20px

Color Pale es
We have a functional color palette, that includes brand black, brand white and and some grey tones, and
a brand color palette that deﬁnes the primary, secondary and accent colours.

Brand color pale e

Primary color
#22ADBF

Secondary color
#3681A6

Accent color
#EA7F7F

Brand Black
#323C47

Brand Mid grey
#7490A8

Brand White
#FFFFFF

Brand Light grey
#DCE3EA

Brand Lightest grey
#DCE3EA

Func onal color pale e

Logo Misuse
Things to avoid to keep Messagenius corporate identity consistency.

DO NOT
Rotate the logo

DO NOT
Apply gradients

DO NOT
Outline the logo
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DO NOT
Change element proportions

DO NOT
Change the color a non-brand
color

DO NOT
Change the typeface or
manipulate the icon

DO NOT
Stretch or smoosh the logo

DO NOT
Apply eﬀect such as drop shadow

DO NOT
Use the wordmark without the
icon

DO NOT
Primary color logo in images

DO
Use white logo on images if
there’s high contrast

DO
Use white patch between the
logo and the image

DO NOT
Primary color logo on coloured
background

DO
White logo on dark
background

DO
Use white patch between the
logo and bright backgrounds

Logo on backgrounds

